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                       8TH GRADE VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS—
                                    THEATRE ARTS  CURRICULUM

This curriculum unit accompanies the film, “We Must Remember”, and 
contains activities that are designed to follow the Content Standards for 
California Public Schools for 8th Grade, in the area of Visual and Performing 
Arts.  It includes two suggested curriculum activities. There are reprodu-
cible worksheets included for each of the suggested activities.  It is be 
hoped that these activities will enhance the experience of the film, and al-
low in-depth analysis and thought.
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VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS—Theatre Arts Content Standards
1.0 – Artistic Perception
Students observe their environment and respond, using the elements of theatre.  They also 
observe formal and informal works of theatre, film/video, and electronic media and re-
spond, using the vocabulary of theatre.
     1.2 Identify and analyze recurring themes and patterns (e.g., loyalty, bravery, etc.) in 
            a script to make production choices in design and direction.
2.0 -- Creative Expression
Students apply processes and skills in acting, directing, designing, and script writing to 
create formal and informal theatre, film/video, and electronic media productions and to 
perform in them.
4.0 -- Aesthetic Valuing
Students critique and derive meaning from works of theatre, film/video, electronic media, 
and theatrical artists on the basis of aesthetic qualities.

5.0 -- Connections, Relationships, Applications
Students apply what they learn in theatre, film/video, and electronic media across subject 
areas.  They develop competencies and creative skills in problem-solving, communica-
tion, and time management that contribute to lifelong learning and career skills.  They 
also learn about careers in and related to theatre.
       5.1 – Use theatrical skills to present content or concepts in other subjects areas, such 
                as creating a video on cellular mitosis.
VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS---Visual Arts Content Standards
1.0 – Artistic Perception
Students perceive and respond to works of art, objects in nature, events, and the environ-
ment.  They also use the vocabulary of the visual arts to express their observations.
       1.3 -- Analyze the use of the elements of art and the principals of design as they 
                 relate to meaning in video/film, or other electronic media.
2.0 --  Creative Expression
Students apply artistic processes and skills, using a variety of media to communicate 
meaning and intent in original works of art.
      2.3 – Create an original work of art, using film, photography, computer graphics,
               or video.
3.0 – Historical and Cultural Context
Students analyze the role and development of the visual arts in past and present cultures 
throughout the world, noting human diversity as it relates to the visual arts and artists.
      3.1 -- Examine and describe or report on the role of a work of art created to make 
                 a social comment or protest social conditions.
5.0 -- Connections, Relationships, Applications
Students apply what they learn in the visual arts across subject areas.  They develop com-
petencies and creative skills in problem-solving, communication, and management of 
time and resources that contribute to lifelong learning and career skills.  They also learn 
about careers in and related to the visual arts.
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       5.3 -- Demonstrate an understanding of the effects of visual communication media
                  (e.g., television, music, videos/film, Internet) on all aspects of society.

Visual and Performing Arts Activity I

After viewing the film, “We Must Remember”, students work in either small groups or as 
a total class to respond to the film as a performing arts project.  They list points on a wall 
chart or worksheet.  They address the following:  What were the artistic qualities of the 
film that affected its impact?  What theatrical concepts were used (e.g., script, narration) 
to enhance the film?  What theatrical techniques would they have included that they be-
lieve would have improved its impact?  

Students use the following list of Documentary Types, Styles, and Conventions from An-
drea Hayes, Cambridge VCE English Units 1&2, Cambridge University Press, Mel-
bourne, 2006, to check off which were used in this film.

TYPES STYLES CONVENTIONS SETTINGS
Event driven Commentator Narrator Themes/issues
Issue driven Fly on the wall Talking heads Hypothesis about 
Character centric Essay style Subjects talking to camera    a central theme
Experiment driven Cinema verite Voiceover    or issue
Slice of life Propaganda Photographs Director’s 
Recreated scenarios Music    perspective or 

Facts    opinion
Different perspectives Graphics
Live footage Animation
Archival footage

Visual and Performing Arts Activity II

After viewing “We Must Remember”, students discuss how it demonstrates a social is-
sue.  Working in small groups, they choose a social issue, or a person as the theme to 
make a video of their own.  They use these steps from the accompanying presentation by 
students on film-making on the Holocaust Film DVD to complete their project.

Step 1:  View the video included with “We Must Remember” about Making Your Own 
  Film, Tips and Tricks.  Make a list of the steps they suggest.

Step 2:  Follow their suggestions to find a person or an issue to use as the theme of your 
  video presentation.

Step 3:  Decide on a list of questions to ask that will be answered in your video.
Step 4:  Research the issue/person before the interview, to ensure that you know what 

  you want to include in the video.
Step 5:  Research and find other source material on the topic, such as photos, historical

  Film, maps, graphs, etc.  Remember--- “Say it all, see it all”.
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Step 6:  Assemble the necessary equipment, e.g., video camera, microphone, tripod, 
 lights, etc.

Step 7:  Write the script, and plan the time schedule for rehearsal, videotaping, editing.
  Be sure to include what types of camera shots you’ll use, from the  
    accompanying list, compiled by Doug Green.

Step 8:  Log the shots you take.
Step 9:  Complete the taping.
Step 10:  Edit the video, using a professional computer program. 
Step 11:  Present your video to audience(s) and ask for feedback/critique.  This can be 

    your class, a group of parents, or at a school assembly.
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Worksheet to accompany Visual and Performing Arts Activity I

View the film, “We Must Remember”.  Use this worksheet, or make a wall chart to re-
spond to the film as a performing arts project.  Address the questions given below and 
list the points you want to make.

Use this list from:  Documentary Types, Styles, and Conventions from Andrea Hayes, 
Cambridge VCE English Units 1&2, Cambridge University Press, Melbourne, 2006, to 
check off which were used in this film.

TYPES STYLES CONVENTIONS SETTINGS
Event driven Commentator Narrator Themes/issues
Issue driven Fly on the wall Talking heads Hypothesis about 
Character centric Essay style Subjects talking to camera    a central theme
Experiment driven Cinema verite Voiceover    or issue
Slice of life Propaganda Photographs Director’s 
Recreated scenarios Music    perspective or 

Facts    opinion
Different perspectives Graphics
Live footage Animation
Archival footage

What were the artistic qualities of the film that affected its impact?  

What theatrical concepts were used (e.g. script, narration) to enhance the film? 
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What theatrical techniques would you have included that you feel would have improved 
its impact?

Worksheet to accompany Visual and Performing Arts Activity II

After viewing “We Must Remember”, discuss how it demonstrates a social issue.  Work-
ing in a small group, choose a social issue, or a person as the theme to make a video of 
your own.  Use these steps from the accompanying presentation by students on film-mak-
ing on the Holocaust Film DVD to complete the project.

Step 1:  View the video included with “We Must Remember” about Making Your Own 
  Film, Tips and Tricks.  Make a list of the steps they suggest.

Step 2:  Follow their suggestions to find a person or an issue to use as the theme of your 
  video presentation.

Step 3:  Decide on a list of questions to ask that will be answered in your video.
Step 4:  Research the issue/person before the interview, to ensure that you know what 

  you want to include in the video.
Step 5:  Research and find other source material on the topic, such as photos, historical

  Film, maps, graphs, etc.  Remember--- “Say it all, see it all”.
Step 6:  Assemble the necessary equipment, e.g., video camera, microphone, tripod, 

 lights, etc.
Step 7:  Write the script, and plan the time schedule for rehearsal, videotaping, editing.

  Be sure to include what types of camera shots you’ll use, from the  
    accompanying list, compiled by Doug Green.

Step 8:  Log the shots you take.
Step 9:  Complete the taping.
Step 10:  Edit the video, using a professional computer program. 

Present your video to audience(s) and ask for feedback/critique.  This can be your class, a 
group of parents, or at a school assembly.


